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Roosevelt, Franklin D., 110, 120, 149, 155, 157–158, 164, 169, 173, 305; veto of financial legislation by, 20; called for disarmament of Germany, 146; approval of Stalin, 146; misjudged coming events, 147; definition of democracy, 150; belief in executive power, 151, 154; philosophy of government, 151; economic objective described, 152–153; no purpose to interfere with State government, 154; and NRA, 155; and the Supreme Court, 157, 158, 164; intervention in primaries, 159; “drafted” for third term, 160; repudiated idea of intervention in Europe, 165; and the Four Freedoms, 164–171, 304; and Rousseau, 166; and Economic Bill of Rights, 170–172, 252; question of permanence of work of, 180
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Rousseau, Jean Jacques: 36, 45, 47, 49, 51, 55, 58, 60, 61, 64, 78, 81, 96, 100, 114, 147, 174, 179, 215, 236, 305, 307, 43 n., 45 n.; believer in complete political democracy, 33; antithesis of Madison, 32; and concept of the "general will," 33, 38, 41, 43–44; Contrat Social, totalitarian, 36; restraint of individual liberty needed to insure civil liberty, 37; denies American distinction between society and state, 39. See also Social Contract
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Service State: federalism subordinated to, 149; term used in preference to Welfare State, 164–180; international level in Charter of the United Nations, 175; growing skepticism toward, 257
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Slaughterhouse Cases: Court decision that Fourteenth Amendment not of general application, 96
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